Foreword

This is the fifth International Workshop on Object-Orientation in Operating Systems (IWOOOS). IWOOOS has matured into an exciting workshop for object technology, its system support and its use in system software. This year we have a superb program with papers from new areas such as mobility and have a strong focus on system support for objects. IWOOOS continues its tradition of strong international participation with papers from the USA, Asia, Australia, and Europe.

I want to thank all the authors for contributing to the proceedings and the workshop. I also want to thank the entire program committee for their efforts in selecting and improving the papers ultimately selected for the final program. I especially want to thank the program committee for putting up with my antiquated web server interface for managing the paper review process.

I would like to thank Andreas Prodromidis who helped manage the IWOOOS web site. Finally, both USENIX and the IEEE Computer Society for help with the many details of running a workshop.
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